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Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

NC ONEMAP GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 
March 16, 2015 

2:00 to 3:00 PM 

OITS 

 
MINUTES 

 

Attending: Chair Stan Duncan, Bob Brinson, Ryan Draughn, Dan Madding, Tim Johnson, Jeff 

Brown, Brett Spivey, David Giordano, and on the phone Kathryn Clifton and Drew Pilant 

 

1. Minutes of the January 12th meeting were approved as submitted.  The committee did not 

meet in February.  

 

2. NC OneMap and Encryption (HTTPS) 

NCDOT has been working with CGIA on encryption for NC OneMap services consumed by 

NCDOT applications. NCDOT is testing applications that are expected to be in production later 

this year. NCDOT finds that mixing secure (https://) and unsecure (http://) services in 

applications is problematic and counter to security requirements. CGIA agrees and understands, 

and is in the process of purchasing the required Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) security protocol for 

NC OneMap services. Brett explained that upcoming OITS load balancing for NC OneMap 

servers presents an opportunity to implement security efficiently. The SSL conversion is 

expected in April. John confirmed that the timetable should not be a problem for NCDOT 

production. CGIA will coordinate with NCDOT. 

 

3. Priority Data 

Jeff Brown reviewed the framework and highest priority data themes with an overview of the 

role of metadata in source data and integrated data products. In brief, there is value to be gained 

by improving the availability and quality of metadata for locally managed parcel data, address 

points, and roads that are essential sources for statewide compilations. Hydrography, elevation, 

and orthoimagery are now sourced mainly from state agencies, designed as statewide datasets, 

with valid metadata. Flood zones are now a state product in cooperation with the federal 

government. He observed that the most benefit from implementing the new metadata standard 

would result from improving metadata for locally-sourced framework data—parcels, addresses, 

roads, municipal boundaries, and building footprints—that are published locally and compiled 

and integrated into statewide datasets. In research two years ago, CGIA found that fewer than 15 

percent of counties with downloadable parcel data had valid metadata. Training, templates, and 

creation of metadata should focus on those five data themes.  

 

Jeff explained that municipal boundaries are compiled by NCDOT from the Powell Bill process, 

and notification of annexations go to the Secretary of State, not necessarily as digital boundary 

files. Stan added that county compilations of municipal boundaries are not as seamless as desired 

for data quality. Instances where a municipal boundary bisects a parcel can be problematic as 

well.  
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Dan asked why building footprints are not discoverable through NC OneMap. Jeff noted that the 

NC OneMap team expected a copy a few years ago, but the Floodplain Mapping Program has 

not shared the data. Another request for a version of building footprints that can be shared with 

NC OneMap consumers is in order.   

 

Ryan advised focusing on particular datasets for metadata training, and Dan suggested 

workshops that include opportunities for participants to build a metadata record for a priority 

dataset.  

 

Regarding parcels, Pam Carter is communicating the value of fields that counties may not 

publish. County data managers may not realize the value of certain items that can support 

emergency management, economic development, and other purposes beyond local mapping and 

applications. Jeff added that the NC Parcels Project generates a valid metadata record for the 

transformed parcel file with standardized fields. The absence of metadata makes county GIS data 

management less efficient and makes a statewide compilation more time consuming. The 

expectation is that the new metadata standard will make parcel metadata creation and 

maintenance easier. The NC Parcels Project metadata represents a template. Other factors 

include how many fields a county publishes and documents.  

 

Dan suggested that the Council sponsor metadata training around the state to apply templates and 

build metadata records. NC Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services is willing to pay 

for venues for training (e.g., university computer labs). The biggest challenge may be finding a 

trainer with expertise and time. Tim suggested that CGIA may be able to fund part of the effort 

as well. Lead Regional Organizations may be involved. Land Records Management Program 

workshops may provide another opportunity. Stan observed that a plan and a multi-year effort 

may be needed. Showing the value and successful examples can be effective.  

 

Bob Brinson asked if floorplan data may become a priority dataset. He is seeing more work in 

public safety where floorplan data for public schools, correctional centers, etc., can inform first 

responders. Moving through a building informed by consistent data would be valuable. There is a 

lack of guidance on floorplan data. The data may not be available to the public for security 

reasons. Maintenance of building schematics are important to sustain value.  

 

4. Data Questions for Council to Research 

 Archiving geospatial data 

Jeff summarized the approach of the Council and NC OneMap for archiving geospatial data. NC 

OneMap has a data retention schedule for data in the NC OneMap database. Local government 

data obtained for compilation into standardized datasets (e.g., address points) are not archived as 

individual source datasets by NC OneMap. The statewide product is archived. The expectation is 

that a county would archive its published, authoritative data. Henderson County GIS inquired 

about the process, which revealed instructions in county data management guidelines from State 

Archives that are inconsistent with the NC OneMap retention approach. This issue needs 

attention to resolve inconsistencies and clarify guidance to county GIS data managers. Staff from 

State Archives presented to SMAC in November. It may be timely to work with Sarah Koonts on 

a briefing for the Council on the topic of state and local geospatial archiving.  
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Stan added that he has had requests for historic maps and imagery. He has discussed the topic 

with Sarah Koonts as well.  

 

5. NC OneMap Updates 

Tim read a commendation from a company in Iowa that expressed appreciation for exceptional 

service by David Giordano and for NC OneMap. David added that the web services happened to 

be down that day and he had to spend time to get the gentleman what he needed in short order. 

The statement may be suitable as a quote in the next annual report of the Council.   

 

6. Future Meetings 

April 20, 2015 

May 18, 2015 

June 15, 2015 

 

The meeting adjourned at 2:55 PM. 


